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ABSTRACT. Thermostability and energetics of melting process of chromatin in composition of normal and
ductal breast carcinoma tissues at various stages of disease have been studied. It has been shown that the melting
process of normal tissues proceeds in five transition stages at 55, 66, 78, 97 and 103°C. The first, second, and third
transition stages are connected with melting of proteins and the fourth and fifth transitions correspond to chromatin
denaturation. In the given paper we consider only the melting of chromatin. It was found that stability of both
domains of carcinoma chromatin decreased by 5.0 and 3.5°C compared to norm, and, which was more important,
nearly 20% of Hd from transition V was lost and added to transition IV without change of total chromatin
denaturation enthalpy. We explain this change by strong rearrangement of structural organization of both domains
of chromatin – hetero and active chromatin. In particular, unfolding about 20% of 30nm fiber structure and its
pass to 10 nm fiber and partial unfolding of 10nm fiber due to loss of H1 histone and core histones H2A/H2B, that
coincide with published data. © 2011 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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Over the last twenty years with the help of highly sensitive differential scanning calorimeters (DSC) designed for
study of complex biological systems the thermodynamic
characteristic of some proteins and chromatin in composition of tissues, cells and nuclei have been investigated. It
has been shown that membranes, nuclear proteins,
cytoplasmatic complexes and extra cellular proteins melt at
40-85°C and chromatin melts in the range of 85- 110°C [1-5].
At present some different mechanisms of mammary
cancer development are considered. According to data
[6,7], a leading role in ductal breast cancer induction
should be ascribed to epigenetically inactivated two tumor
suppressor genes, the fragile histidine triad (FHIT) gene
the WW domain containing oxidoreductase (WWOX).

Other data suggest that shortened telomeres are the main
cause of ductal breast cancer growing [8, 9]. In [10-12] it is
shown that extracellular matrix (ECM) takes active part in
mammary gland development and breast cancer through
integrin receptor signals sending into the cell, which modifies gene expression. But in spite of significant results
reached in the study of the mammary cancer development
mechanism [6-12], there are no data as tumor cell transformation influences on stability of chromatin assembly. We
tried to evaluate these fine changes of chromatin structure stability which are observed in the case of tumor cell
transformation. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
was chosen for our investigation as it is a reliable and
direct method of chromatin study in situ [1-5].
© 2011 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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Materials and Methods. The biopsy tissues were
diagnosed at the Oncological Center and Medical State
University, and the stage and grade of breast ductal carcinoma were determined using macroscopic description and
morphological analysis.
The measurements were performed on 11 samples of
carcinoma biopsy tissues at II and III stages at the Institute of Physics, Tbilisi State University, using a differential scanning microcalorimeter (DSC) with sensitivity of
0.1 W [2, 13]. The volumes of measuring vessels varied
from 0.03 to 0.1 cm3; the chosen heating rate was 0.75°C/
min and the temperature range of measurements was from
25 to 140°C. The precision of the temperature measurements was not less than 0.05°C. The error in determination of melting enthalpy (Hd), heat capacity dQ/dT (Cd)
was not more than 10%. The microcalorimeter (DSC) processor was equipped with all software needed for determination of the denaturation thermodynamic parameters of
the investigated biopolymer solutions and tissues, as well
as deconvolution of calorimetric curves [13]
The weight content of biomass in both normal and
carcinoma was determined by dry weight at 105°C, DNA
content in tissues was determined by method [2, 13].
Results. Fig.1(a,b) presents the heat absorption
curves of norm and ductal carcinoma tissues. It is seen
that the denaturation process norm begins at 39°C and
completes at 115°C. Five different transition temperatures
were detected: transition I – a weak diffusion heat absorption in the temperature range from 39°C to 58°C; transition II – a dominant clear peak with a maximum at 66±1°C
and Td=3.2±0.2°C, and Cd max = 8.9 J/gK; transition III
– the heat absorption at 78°C is weaker than the heat
absorption at transition II, Cdmax = 1.8J/gK and weakly
expressed transitions IV and V with Cpmax equal 0.1 and
0.2J/gK at 97°C and 103°C, respectively. The total denaturation heat calculated from the area under transitions I-
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V equals 1.68 J. This value per gram of dry biomass gives
a value of Hd equal to 69.5±7 J/g biomass for the denaturation of norm. This value is obtained on the basis of
five measurements. The heat absorption at transitions IV
and V corresponds to the melting of chromatin and equals
10.1±1.0 mJ which, recalculated per gram DNA, gives transitions IV and V with values 32±3 and 56±6 J/g DNA,
respectively. As is seen in Fig.1(a,b), the curve profile of
norm significantly differs from profiles in the case of carcinoma. We can see a strong decrease of Hd, Cd max and
T d of carcinoma compared to norm, and a shift of
endotherms IV and V of carcinoma compared to healthy
tissue to lowly temperatures by 5.0 and 3.5°, respectively,
and transition of heat (Hd) from stage V to stage IV is
about 12 J/g. Here we consider only the denaturation process of chromatin, because transitions I, II, III in the range
of temperatures 39-85°C correspond to both subcellular
proteins and RNP complexes, as well as to melting of extracellular components that demand further investigation.
Weakly expressed transitions V and IV compared to
dominant transitions around 66 and 78°C in the case of
norm and around 60 and 85°C in the case of carcinoma are
connected with the fact that duct tissues have small quantity of DNA about 0.6 % and large quantity of structural
proteins including collagen round 40% which give powerful heat absorption peaks in the temperature range 55-85°C.
Fig.2(a,b) shows the high-temperature region of
microcalorimetric records, and Fig.3(a,b) demonstrates
excess heat capacity deconvoluted curves of healthy and
carcinoma tissues for a more distinct image of the chromatin denaturation process. The deconvolution was made
by Gaussian components.
Discussion. Chromatin of cells in metaphase has
complex hierarchical organization, involving at least four
main levels: the first level – nucleosomal – 10nm fibers, its
nucleosomes are separated from each other by linker DNA;

Fig.1. (a,b) The excess of heat capacity, dQ/dT, at various temperatures; recalculated per gram of dry biomass; healthy mammary duct
(norm – a) and breast ductal carcinoma (carcinoma – b). The amount of protein in the measuring cell was about 20 mg dry biomass,
DNA was ~0.125 mg. The curve has been built on the basis of 9 independent measurements of biopsy norm and carcinoma tissues
of patients, from 40 to 60 years old.
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Fig. 2. (a,b). Microcalorimetric records of healthy (a) and carcinoma (stage III) breast duct tissues isolated from different patients. In
both cases transition stages IV and V correspond to denaturation of chromatin. The deconvolution of the curves a2 and b1 with an
arrow in Fig. 2(a, b) is presented in Fig.3 (a, b). The differences in the area under the thermal profiles depend on various sizes of
samples which contain: a) the first curve – DNA–0.140mg; the second curve - DNA – 0.125 mg; the third curve - DNA – 0.120
mg; b) the first curve – DNA – 0.150 mg; the second curve – DNA- 0.130; the third curve – DNA – 0.11 mg.

the second one packing of 10nm fibers due to its
superspiralization into 30nm fibers; the third one - looping organization - in this case 30nm fiber forms loops,
which may be both open and twisted, and bound to protein structures of chromatin; the fourth level, when looped
structure is packed in metaphase chromosome. In interphase cellular nuclei, chromatin ready for transcription is
in state of 30nm fiber-untranscriptable “silent chromatin”.
The structure of 30nm fiber is dynamic, the degree of fiber
decondensation is determined by transcription activity
of corresponding genes. At relatively low transcription
level, chromatin regions located between transcribed ferments have diameter of 10nm and depleted H1 histone
(active chromatin). In the case of tumor cell transcription
when effectiveness of transcription is increased, certain
parts of 30nm fiber turn into 10 5nm fiber. In this case
simultaneously with whole nucleosomes, there are also
unfolding ones - hexasomes that have lost not only H1
histone but also core histones H2A/H2B [14].

Proceeding from numerous experimental and theoretical data on the denaturation of proteins, nuclear acids
and their complexes, a direct connection between melting
enthalpy and degree of their native structure exists [15].
Consequently, about 20% of Hd decrease of transition
stage V and increase of Hd of transition stage IV by the
same value without changing their total value (Fig.1,2,3)
may be considered as a result of considerable unfolding
of 30nm fiber into 10nm fiber. We suggest that this unfolding is not connected directly with an increase of the
activity of “silent chromatin” by 20% but it is connected
with readiness to start transcription.
The decrease of Td of stage IV without decrease of
this stage Hd is evidence of the fact that active chromatin, presumably in 10-5nm fiber, may be additionally activated compared to norm. This supposition is also supported by data, according to which the loss of H1 histone
from active 10nm chromatin leads to a decrease of its Td
by several degrees [16].

Fig.3. (a,b) Deconvoluted excess heat capacity curves of chromatin in the composition of healthy (a) and carcinoma tissues in the
temperature range 90-110 o C.
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Seswavlil iqna janmrTeli da sxvadasxva stadiis ZuZus karcinomis qsovilebSi qromatinis
denaturaciis Termostabiluroba da siTburi maxasiaTeblebi. naCvenebia, rom normalur qsovilSi
denaturaciis procesi moicavs xuT stadias gadasvlis temperaturebiT: 55, 66, 78, 97 da 103°C.
gadasvlis pirveli, meore da mesame stadia dakavSirebulia cilebis denaturaciasTan, xolo
meoTxe da mexuTe gadasvla Seesabameba qromatinis denaturacias. aRmoCnda, rom qromatinis orive
domenis stabiluroba Semcirda 5 da 3.5°C gradusiT normasTan SedarebiT da, rac ufro
mniSvnelovania, V gadasvlisas STanTqmuli siTbos (Hd) 20% gadadis IV stadiaze STanTqmul
siTboSi ise, rom qromatinis denaturaciis jamuri enTalpia ucvleli rCeba. Cven am cvlilebas
ganvixilavT, rogorc qromatinis orive struqturis (hetero da aqtiuri qromatinis) remodelirebas,
kerZod, 30 nm-iani fibrilis struqturis daaxloebiT 20%-is gaSlas 10 nm-ian fibrilamde da 10
nm-iani fibrilis nawilobriv gaSlas, H1 da birTvis H2A/H2B histonebis dakargvis gamo, rac
eTanxmeba gamoqveynebul monacemebs.
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